
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Dear all, welcome to the NCSG 2017 Elections Candidate Call for Chair and 
GNSO Councillor positions. The call will be for 90mins 
 
Tatiana Tropina: Strange :( the call ended  
 
Tatiana Tropina: sorry -- I hope I will be dialed out again  
 
Tatiana Tropina: sorry for that  
 
Martin Silva Valent: Hi all 
 
Tatiana Tropina: And hi everyone! 
 
Joan Kerr: Hello Everyone 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome all 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Tatiana have you been dialled in? 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: *back in 
 
Tatiana Tropina: Maryam - yes - thanks a million! 
 
Tatiana Tropina: am on the phone bridge now, everything works.  
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Thanks! 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: HiAll, please mute your mics when you are not speaking to avoid background 
noise 
 
Matthew Shears: Q: how can increase the number of persons contributing to pdps, WGs, etc. 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Thanks Matt, your question is on the Whiteboard 
 
Matthew Shears: thanks - they are both kind of answering it 
 
Milton: I prefer Superman 
 
Milton: or Might Mouse 
 
Farzaneh Badii: Super WOMAN!  
 
Joan Kerr: How will you work with NPOC to implement these strategies 



 
MAHAMAT Haroun Adoum: Hello all, I'm MAHAMAT HAROUN from Chad 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Welcome Mahamat 
 
MAHAMAT Haroun Adoum: thanks 
 
Milton: Tapani, wake up 
 
Szeming: Q: To extend the quesiton on non profit participation engagement, I would like to 
know if you guys have any planing on youth engagement (not just newcomers), other than 
ICANN nextgen or fellowship? 
 
Milton: Question: Isn't it NPOC's responsibility to improve nonprofit organizations' participation 
and engagement? The NCSG chair simply administers the affairs of the SG as a whole 
 
Joan Kerr: I like the term NCSG Network 
 
Tapani Tarvainen: Milton: is that question for the candidates? 
 
Milton: Yes, if they wish. It's also a point of information for everyone 
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Hi all, please post your questions in the chat box and I iwll put it up on the 
whiteboard. Thank you! 
 
Milton: I think a lot of these questions are indeed assuming that the Chair of NCSG is a 
superhero who takes responsibility for  everything that happens in the SG  
 
Maryam Bakoshi: Hi all, please kindly refrain from posting to the whiteboard directly. Thank you 
 
Joan Kerr: Not superhero, just to know what the candidates think 
 
Milton: Maybe my question should be rephrased like this, Tapani: Can each candidate please 
explain what the NCSG chair is actually mandated to do under the NCSG charter? 
 
GZ Kabir: Q. Transparency can not be imposed, it is normally practiced with the participation of 
all stakeholders. Recently we experienced some question marks on transparency over executive 
decisions in the lists. Would like to know from David and Farzi regarding their plan to uphold 
transparency during their period of NCSG Chair. 
 
Joan Kerr: Great NPOC will love to have that discussion of NOMCOM 
 
Joan Kerr: No oversight is good 
 



Farzaneh Badii: Dave you are supposed to say what it should not do! :))) 
 
Szeming: @Dave: it's the challenge. Capacity building and follow up :)  
 
Milton: THIS IS NOT A NCSG CHAIR FUNCTION? 
 
Tapani Tarvainen: Milton: you are getting a good answer to your question about candidates's 
understanding of chair function from their replies to questions that fall outside it... 
 
Milton: I'd still like to see how clearly they understand the actual charter responsibilities 
 
Vrikson Acosta: Can the candidate who wins do help newcomers fellow applicants, who have 
not been selected, with the process of becoming fellows in the near future? 
 
Milton: elections? 
 
Pascal Bekono: Good question Milton, charter responsabilities is very important 
 
Vrikson Acosta: Can the one who wins help newcomers fellow applicants who has not been 
selected, in the process of getting the fellowship? 
 
Julf Helsingius: Vriks 
 
Julf Helsingius: Vrikson: Is that the job of the chair? 
 
Vrikson Acosta: if that is within the winner's responsibilities, or things he/she could/would do 
 
Rafik: hi all 
 
Rafik: joining later from another call :) 
 
Farzaneh Badii: Hello Rafik  
 
Rafik: can I add a question? 
 
Farzaneh Badii: shoot  
 
Rafik: as PC chair, I want to know how candidates will work with NCSG PC and support its work 
:) 
 
Stephanie Perrin: I cannot understand how this is so difficullt for people oo understand.  This ss 
basic HR management in any process in countries that have data protection law.  People who 
are trying for positions, whether paid or not, are entitled to prvvacy.   You don't get honest 
evauluations if you don't have confidtentality.   As I said on the list, the important point is that 



the criteria for evaluation are clear in advance, and the contestants have a right to an interview 
with the evaluators to find out where they had weaknesses.  AS for recording the deliberations 
for the Ombudsman, great idea, need to set it up in advance. 
 
Julf Helsingius: stephanie+ 
 
Szeming: +1 Stephanie  
 
Julf Helsingius: But wich candidate will bring coal mining jobs back? 
 
Rafik: @julf we already moved renewable energy 
 
Tapani Tarvainen: Julf :-D 
 
Robin Gross: Julf, :-) 
 
Michael Karanicolas: Hi @Stephanie - I fully agree on the privacy interest, but I'd suggest the 
calculus is a bit more complex than that. For example, the privacy interest is sort of subjective 
based on the candidates - if they have no objection, and wanted the information public, for 
example, it wouldn't be proper to force that protection on them. 
 
Julf Helsingius: yes 
 
Stephanie Perrin: Yes Michael. except for the chilling effect on honesty of evaluators. 
 
Julf Helsingius: And pressure on other candidates 
 
Michael Karanicolas: @Stephanie - Yes - that was brought up on the lists. And it's a fair point. 
 
Robin Gross: Who is "Len" in the attendees list? 
 
Stephanie Perrin: Take the current chair of NCSG contest.  If this were an exec process, and you 
asked me which of two candidates that I both like very much, I would have to  be very fact 
based in my analysis., as rerquired.  If I knew they would see exactly what I said, or that my 
evaluations would be debated in public, I might even have to recuse myself.  I have 
seen/managed  as a privacy officer in government (and an exec making hiring decisions) some 
very ugly situations w here evaluators were abused for being honest.   It is easy to say +1, not 
so easy to say that person does not have enough experience. 
 
Tatiana Tropina: I can be the next, Tapani :) 
 
Len: Lenandlar Singh 
 
Matthew Shears: agree Stephanie 



 
Tapani Tarvainen: OK: Tatiana next, then Martin 
 
Robin Gross: Thanks, Len! 
 
Len: Sorry I should have stated full name' 
 
Farzaneh Badii: Hi Lenandlar!! good to see you here:) 
 
Len: Thanks Farzaneh and I am delighted to hear you make your case 
 
Kathy: Hi All, Sorry to be late. Glad to be here! 
 
Farzaneh Badii: Hi Kathy! you missed NCSG chair candidates interogation!  
 
Michael Karanicolas: @Stephanie - I fully agree that's a valid concern. My solution for that 
would be to anonymize the contributions, so they weren't directly attributable. Now, it was 
raised that, with only 5 members of the NCUC EC, that wouldn't practically be possible... I 
personally disagree, but I also recognize that I'm a relatively new face, so maybe I 
underestimate how well people know each others' writing styles. 
 
Kathy: Hi Farzi, I know there is not a question that I could ask that you and David could not 
answer brilliantly :-) 
 
Farzaneh Badii: :) 
 
David Cake: ohm, yoiu flatterer Kathy.  
 
Michael Karanicolas: Sorry - just a problem with my microphone - one sec 
 
Tapani Tarvainen: Michael you can speak after Martin 
 
Vrikson Acosta: Good luck to both candidates in this election. I wish too meet you both very 
soon.  I do hope that David or Farzaneh, or much better both, help and mentor 
 
Vrikson Acosta: unsuccessful newcomers fellows in getting admitted 
 
Farzaneh Badii: Thanks Vrikson. feel free to contact me for tips on how to get involved. 
 
Farzaneh Badii: thanks everyone  
 
Kathy: Good discussion!! 
 
Tatiana Tropina: thank a lot! Have a great weekend, all!  



 
Michael Karanicolas: Thanks everyone! Sorry I don't be able to make it Monday as I'm 
travelling. 
 
MAHAMAT Haroun Adoum: Good Discussion, Thank you all 
 
Martin Silva Valent: see you all 
 
Matthew Shears: good session thanks 
 
Robin Gross: Thanks to all the candidates!  Bye! 
 
Stephanie Perrin: Thanks! 
 
GZ Kabir: thanks Farzi for being so bold and beautifule 
 
Pascal Bekono: Thank all  
 
Joan Kerr: Bye,  
 
Maryam Bakoshi: thank you all! 
 
Vrikson Acosta: Bye everyone 
 
David Cake: Thank you all.  
 
Vrikson Acosta: Bye candidates 
 
Peter Olugbenga Adeleye: Good discussion, thank you  
 
Vrikson Acosta: Good luck David And Farzaneh 
 
David Cake: Vrikson - it is my intention to continue helping and mentoring as I can no matter 
the outcome. And than you for hte good wishes.  
 


